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The Beaver Tri logy  
(The Beaver Kid, The Beaver Kid 2 and The Orkly Kid) 
Dir. Trent Harris | 1979, 1981, 1985; 2001 | 83mins 
 
Cast: Richard LeVon Griffiths, Sean Penn, Crispin Glover, Elizabeth Daily, Courtney Gains 
 
Some facts about The Beaver Trilogy 
 
1. Working at Salt Lake City’s KUTV Channel 2, Harris wandered into the parking lot to 
test a brand new video camera. While he was figuring out how it worked, he saw someone 
across the parking lot and focused in on Richard LeVon Griffiths, AKA Groovin’ Gary, the 
Beaver Kid. "The first time you see him is the first time I saw him." The Kid’s dream was to 
get on a programme called PM Magazine. 
 
2. Harris auditioned a range of fledgling actors for the role eventually won by Sean Penn, 
including Nicolas Cage, Eric Stoltz and Anthony Edwards. To prepare for the role, Penn 
followed Harris around, pretending to be his cousin “Larry, from Idaho”. A year later, 
people started coming up to Harris, saying, “Boy, your cousin's really become a big star.” 
 
3. All three films gathered dust in Harris’s cupboard until around 2000, when he put them 
together for the first time. The trilogy then played to a rapturous audience at Sundance, 
with Griffiths in attendance. Groovin’ Gary died in 2009. A few months later, Harris told 
Vice, “We finally got a [distribution] deal set up and Sean Penn came in and stuck his big, 
fat fucking stupid face in it and killed the whole deal.” 
 

 
 
Rubin And Ed   
Dir. Trent Harris | 1992 | 82mins  
 
Cast: Crispin Glover, Howard Hesseman, Karen Black, Michael Greene 
 
Some facts about Rubin And Ed 
 
1. The film was released the week of the LA riots. "A film about two Republicans trying to 
bury a frozen cat in Death Valley didn't seem to strike the right chord," says Harris. 
 
2. Peter Boyle (Taxi Driver, Everybody Loves Raymond) was originally cast as Ed, but 
suffered a stroke 10 days into filming. Harris recalled, "He was actually very kind, and 
helped me recast it with Howard Hesseman.” 
 
3. We’re still a little hazy on how this all fits together, but Glover’s legendary appearance 
on Late Night with David Letterman – in full Rubin Farr costume – occurred on July 28th 
1987, a full three years before shooting began, on September 24th 1990. Farr also 
appears in the video for ‘Clowny Clown Clown’, a single from Glover’s album The Big 
Problem ≠ The Solution. The Solution = Let It Be, released in 1989. The lyrics also refer to 
“Mr Farr”. 
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